TSA, Critical Thinking & Problem Solving Content Internship, UniPrepCo Ltd, London

As a Content Intern for TSA and Critical Thinking, you will be instrumental in creating UniPrepCo's online resources. Using all the knowledge and expertise gained when taking the TSA, BMAT, LNAT, or similar tests involving critical thinking, you will create tutorial videos, mock papers and resources to help future applicants succeed in these exams.

Biology/Chemistry Content Internship, UniPrepCo Ltd, London

This is NOT your standard internship! As a Content Intern for Biology/Chemistry, you will be instrumental in creating UniPrepCo's online resources. Using your knowledge of Biology and/or Chemistry from your A-levels and your degree, you will create tutorial videos, mock papers and resources to help future applicants succeed in these exams.

Maths/Physics/Engineering Content Internship, UniPrepCo Ltd, London

This is NOT your standard internship! As a Content Intern for Maths/Physics/Engineering, you will be instrumental in creating UniPrepCo's online resources. Using your knowledge of STEP, MAT, PAT, TMUA, or similar exams, you will create tutorial videos, mock papers and resources to help future applicants succeed in these exams.

Institutional Market Research Internship, University of Pretoria, South Africa

The University of Pretoria is offering an exciting opportunity for an Oxford student to work in their Institutional Research Office to find out about employability programmes in the tertiary sector. The project will include desk research as well as field research. The aim of the project is to research the levels of employability and key skills which national and international employers are looking for in Pretoria University graduates. The University is in the process of developing internal employability programmes and needs to identify key areas of focus in order to provide quality graduates.